A route-based pathway analysis framework integrating mutation information and gene expression data.
We propose a new way of analyzing biological pathways in which the analysis combines both transcriptome data and mutation information and uses the outcome to identify "routes" of aberrant pathways potentially responsible for the etiology of disease. Each pathway route is encoded as a Bayesian Network which is initialized with a sequence of conditional probabilities which are designed to encode directionality of regulatory relationships encoded in the pathways, i.e. activation and inhibition relationships. First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our model through simulation in which the model was able to easily separate Test samples from Control samples using fictitiously perturbed pathway routes. Second, we apply our model to analyze the Breast Cancer data set, available from TCGA, against many cancer pathways available from KEGG and rank the significance of identified pathways. The outcome is consistent with what have already been reported in the literature. Third, survival analysis has been carried out on the same data set by using pathway routes as features. Overall, we envision that our model of using pathway routes for analysis can further refine the conventional ways of subtyping cancer patients as it can discover additional characteristics specific to individual's tumor.